
 Citizenry; Proactive and Informed: The injection America REALLY needs. 
 
 America is in need of another shot-in-the-arm, but this time it is not of money, or 
syringe or even conflict, America needs its people.  I have been a Certified Nurse Aide in 
both hospital and allied health settings, I have been a Firefighter.  I have been an EMT.  I 
have been a Police Officer.  I have taken care of a dying father.  I help operate a café  in a 
rural business setting for heartland farmers. I have been a rebellious, thrill-seeker. I have 
witnessed and/or experienced the consequences both directly and indirectly that are 
produced from the entire spectrum of safety practices, foods and drugs, whether in a 
medical, commercial, or social setting, legal or illegal, that mankind has and will 
continue to choose to be involved with. I do not understand and cannot accept that a 
plant, plants and other naturally occurring substances are things that should be altered, 
repressed or associated with evil, darkness and a skull and crossbones thug mentality, 
regardless of any 1937 bogus tax act, 1970 synthetically defined purity laws or current 
lobbied deregulation of “Genetically Engineered” commodities. It is my opinion that we 
need to realize that all Kansans as well as all Americans are becoming victims of certain 
potentially harmful state and federal laws, policies and regulations concerning what 
citizens can put into or expose their own individual bodies to, whether that use of force  
and spending involves food, medicines, energy or whatever: Regardless if that force is 
intended to be virtuous legislation, deemed necessary to the American citizen’s best 
interest or just plain unhealthy socialized-capitalism. Americans are being told what to 
eat, we are told what ailments we have and then we are told what synthetic drugs to 
consume to combat the negative consequences, thereof.  Are these the options, choices 
and liberties our soldiers are dying for? 
 Yes, maybe Americans are living longer, but are they upright? Do they have 
strength enough to go the bathroom by themselves? Can they communicate? Do they 
have brain function? These are profound questions with profound choices and profound 
consequences either way, besides who is the judge of quality versus quantity? There is, 
and no doubt should not be, any elitist moneymaking or politics involved at that level. 
The only option that I see is to choose love and passionate compassion for your fellow 
man that does not involve unhealthy subsidies and unconstitutional use of force. 
   
 As an American citizen, I am tired of the spending, basic overthrow and legalistic 
take over of so-called naughty, spoiled companies. 
 As a father, I am tired of peering into the future and seeing my children already 
enslaved by my debt, and the nation’s debt that we all have abused.   
 As a former EMT, I am tired of seeing the influx of baby-boomers now afflicted 
with physical and psychological ailments possibly stemming from vaccinations, food 
preservatives, synthetic medical medications, food dyes, antibiotics and other genetically 
altered substances.  Maybe its your brother, maybe its your mother, maybe its your 
cousin, maybe its your best friend, maybe its just you, yourself, needlessly suffering all 
for the sake of a profitable stock quote and demoralized national security tradition, 
structure and measures. Add to this our most vulnerable and soon to be trivialized 
generation of Americans, the Traditionalists/Loyalists ironically, that are the 80, 90 and 
100 year olds who fought for the very principles of fundamental constitutional freedoms 
that we are confronted with today, who are leaving this mortal coil while in my opinion, 



showing us the last glimpse of true, organic youthful aging that may never again include 
such generous amounts of vigor and vitality. Why do all Americans need financially 
bankrupting and toxic medicine cabinets chalk full of orange, green, red and yellow 
bottles full of things that make you go hmmm…? 
 As a former police officer, I am tired of seeing the one thing that needs to be 
focused and consolidated, has been broken into over 30 intelligence agencies.  In a social 
network age it is inconceivable how all that clutter can produce linear results.  Also, we 
need to stop these domestic wars as well, purge some hate and allow some compassion, 
not necessarily tolerance, but patience.  Why is family guy one of the most watched TV 
shows by 6-11 year olds, while organizations like NORML have to fight to run a pro-
cannabis ad? Healthy use of force, or greed?  To serve and protect, remember? 
 As a restaurant operator, I am tired of being taxed like you tread.  It’s not nice, it’s 
not constitutional and it is not the way to grow a country.   
 As a Kansan, I am tired of seeing agricultural producers being sold out or bullied 
into conforming to flagrant privatized-social violations of the producer’s rights.   
  Also, could we prioritize the bottom line, is it the dollar or life itself?  What happens 
when we have tons of food without any nutritional value…………………………..? 
 We live in an era where food recalls and pharmaceutical morality are being 
questioned with financial stocks of publicly traded companies dancing to the memos of 
the FDA fax machine; while drug and seed dealers of genetically-modified-production-
variables scream prescribe, prescribe and yield, yield ……   We better yield something. 
  We have chosen personal yields instead of yielding ourselves and preserving the 
fading fabric of organically healthy, spirit-filled American life in a future that already 
involves houses and storage facilities full of toxic plastics and metals manufactured in 
China and Taiwan. 
 We have a proud history of patriotism, liberty, continued concepts of living off 
the land, which we call agriculture and steadfast prayer that I am proud to say represents 
what Kansas means to me. Not to mention the fact that a lot of us, including myself have 
sons and daughters that are going to reap whatever good and bad consequences we 
choose to face them with. These same sons and daughters again fighting for those same 
 fundamental constitutional freedoms that we are so preciously guaranteed, under 
Almighty GOD.  Yet, I fear for too long, we have sat with our heads buried in Primetime 
TV, anti-depressant ads, hollywood, “virtual avatar reality”, legal addictives, such as oil, 
and most dangerous, complacency, while ten years have passed since our wake-up call: 
9/11.  Ten years of furthered planning by social radicals and training of violent radicals, 
foreign and domestic with a new “digitally-volatile” generation to recruit from. In 
conclusion, as one native member of this body of individuals owing allegiance to the 
United States of America under God’s grace and with the constitutional rights that 
provides protection from those in governance I tell you. 
  
Think about it. Get Involved. Make a Family Emergency Plan. Get a Disaster Kit. Be 
Informed. Volunteer. Vote.  Be Ready. Be American. 
  
 Prayerfully Yours, 
 Nick Reinecker 
 nickreinecker@idkcom.net  
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